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1. Overview
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We identify managerial rhetoric aimed at presenting a positive picture of the
firm without conveying relevant information in the Q&A part of conference
calls.
 “Charismatic rhetoric”: How and not what information is presented.

Findings:
(i) Market reacts more positively to charismatic rhetoric than established

measures of “tone”.
(ii) Charismatic rhetoric does not predict future firm performance.

 Market participants are highly susceptible to purely rhetorical means.
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Let me being with a very biref overview of what we do in this paper: We use machine leaning-based textual analysis techniques, to identify a pattern of communication in managerial rhetoric, which is aimed at presenting a positive picuture of the firm without conveying any actually relevant information. We do this in the question and answer part of confernce calls.We call this pattern of communication charismatic rhetoric.Our empirical analyses show market participants react positively to charisma. And interstingly, these reactions are stronger than those for established measures of tone, which aim at capturing the economically relevant information in conference calls.However, charismatic rhetoric does not redict future firm perfomance, consistent with it not containing any economically relevant information.Our main takeaway thus is that market participants are highly susceptible to purely rhetorical means in conference calls.
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Quantifying the qualitative information in public disclosure documents:

1. Bag-of-words approach: counting business-specific words
Predicts future firm performance and stock market reactions (e.g., 
Loughran and McDonald, 2011; Price et al., 2012)

2. Naïve Bayes approaches: mostly neural networks (e.g., Li, 2010; Huang 
et al., 2014)
Advantages: Can capture complex linguistic features, like syntax.
Main criticism: Black box character

Charismatic rhetoric is characterized by metaphors, imagery, idioms, figures
of speech etc. (e.g., Cornelissen and Werner, 2014; Tur et al., 2021).
 Hard to capture in wordcounts. 
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I start with a very brief overview of the methods employed in textual analysis. And these methods mostly aim at capturing the qualtative information contained in firms‘ public disclosures is .The dominant technique is the so called bag of words appraoch. Here the researcher just counts how often specific key-words occur in a document. For example, if the word “profitable“ appears more often in a conference call. The tone is considered more positive. Another approach relies on machine learning techniques, espacially neural networks. Here the researcher manually classifies some documents as containing positive or negative information and then trains a neural network to classify texts following his examples. This approach has the advantage that is enables the researcher to account for more complex characteristics of text, like syntax, than the bag-of-words approach. However, it has been critizied among other things for ist lack of transparency. Specifically, we do not know, why a neural net evaluates a texts in the way it does. And this can be probelamtic for some reasons. In our study, we try to look at charismatic rhetoric. And the problem with that is, that it relies heavily on the use of metaphors or figures of speech and other lingustic means, which are very hard or impossible to capture by just counting words. So, we will rely on macine learning approaches and try to overcome their black-boc character.



3. VIER Emotion Analytics
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VIER Emotion Analytics …
• uses a neural network to evaluate how texts are …
• perceived by laypeople …
• along 22 dimensions.

Based on 38 mil. training texts, which are not finance- or business-specific.
Impression of laypeople rather than economically relevant information.

Activision Blizzard Inc. Q3 of 2018:
“[…] Well, we're confident and we're energized by the performance of Black
Ops 4. The launch, as I said, is off to a strong start on both console and PC.
[…] And the Call of Duty team is doing what it knows how to do well, which
is build deeply engaging experience. […] And we added Blackout, which is a
deeply appealing mode […].”
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So, what do we do? We were lucky to engage in a cooperation with a firm that develops an AI for natural lnaguage processing, which is called VIER Emotion Analytics. This firm has trained a neural net to evaluate texts along 22 dimensions, like how optimisitic is the speaker of how friendly is he. Overall, what this firm does it very similar to the second approach which I have just been talking about. However, it is different in important ways:The algorithm was trained based on 38 million text evaluations, which were submitted by laypeople. These texts, were not finance or business-specific. And thus, we do not end up with an evaluation of whether a text contains information, which is considered positive by researchers or experts, but how the language or the rhetoric is perceived by laypeople.Let me give you an example:This is part of a manager answer from a conference call, which achieved a very high rating on the dimension „positive“ by VIER emotion analytics. And as you can see, I highlighted some words or phrases in red. These words are not contained in finance-specific wordlists and they are thus not considered in the bag-of-words approaches. These approaches would thus not care about claims by the managers that the team is very energized or the product is deeply engaging and appealing. What this approach would also miss is the claim that the team is „doing what it knows how to do well“, which gives us the impression that the team is highly competent. These claims all try to leave a positive impression on the audiance, but arguably they do not provide any tangible information that I would consider relevant. And this is the kind of language that hope to capture with VIER emotion analytics.. 



4. Measuring „charismatic rhetoric“
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Sample:
Manager answers with more than 500 words from 92,166 conference calls

High correlations among “VIER” dimensions (e.g.: “positive” and “optimistic”)
 Common Factor Analysis:

Eigenvalue Proportion

Factor1 11.6393 0.5521
Factor2 3.5567 0.1687
Factor3 2.2575 0.1071
Factor4 1.4505 0.0688
…
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Let me just show you the 22 dimension of the algorithsm. [Next slide] You can find for example optimistic and positive on this list. In a conference all setting, it seems highly unlikely that a manager will be positive and at the same time pessimistiv. So we observe very high correlations between many of these dimensions. And what we do in order to reduce the number of dimensions and focus on their underlying pattern of communication is a common factor analysis. This table shows the resulting Eigenvalues and explained Variances of the most important underlying factors. And what stand out is that more than half of the variance in all dimensions is explained by the first factor.
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Rotated matrix of factor loadings:
Dimesion: Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4
aggressive -0.2161 -0.0069 0.8953 -0.0424
authoritative 0.2537 0.8479 0.2210 0.2210
composed 0.7033 0.4786 0.0533 -0.0132
dramatic 0.3555 0.0533 0.5412 -0.4719
empathic 0.3021 0.1592 0.1821 0.8746
formal 0.1721 0.9150 -0.1746 -0.0845
friendly 0.7179 0.0617 -0.1149 0.6265
goal_oriented 0.5449 0.6930 -0.2467 0.0481
impressive 0.6096 0.5951 0.4747 0.0446
impulsive -0.2117 -0.2413 0.8623 0.1403
independent -0.2004 -0.1647 -0.2848 -0.2705
intellectual 0.3115 0.8870 0.2475 0.0211
motivating 0.9194 0.2791 0.2253 0.0992
optimistic 0.9177 0.3323 0.0309 0.0964
philosophical 0.3206 0.3927 0.7429 0.2620
positive 0.9388 0.2049 -0.1766 0.1444
reliable 0.3704 0.8693 0.0540 0.2025
self_confident 0.7437 0.5142 -0.0816 -0.1762
structured 0.3071 0.9158 0.1005 0.1096
supportive 0.7936 0.3250 0.0042 0.4721
unconventional 0.2384 0.3416 0.8034 -0.0508
visionary 0.8236 0.4232 0.1441 0.1618

“communicate benevolently, 
likeable and warmheartedly”

“communicate captivatingly 
and leave a lasting impression”

“communicate with little 
nervousness and stress”

“excite the audience with 
enthusiasm and activity”

“draw positive conclusions and 
talk about positive 
expectations”
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So. What is this first factor? This can be seen in this rotated matrix of factor loadings. I highlighted in yellow some of the dimensions that load mostly strongly on factor 1. On the right I give the short-definition of these dimensins as provided by VIER emotions analytics. Let me give you some examples:“positive” loads most strongly on factor 1. It is defined as to create a pleasant atmosphere through a positive and cheerful charisma. “motiviating” means to excite the audience with enthusiasm and activity.And “visionary” means to talk about great plans and a promising future. 
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Rotated matrix of factor loadings:
Dimesion: Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4
aggressive -0.2161 -0.0069 0.8953 -0.0424
authoritative 0.2537 0.8479 0.2210 0.2210
composed 0.7033 0.4786 0.0533 -0.0132
dramatic 0.3555 0.0533 0.5412 -0.4719
empathic 0.3021 0.1592 0.1821 0.8746
formal 0.1721 0.9150 -0.1746 -0.0845
friendly 0.7179 0.0617 -0.1149 0.6265
goal_oriented 0.5449 0.6930 -0.2467 0.0481
impressive 0.6096 0.5951 0.4747 0.0446
impulsive -0.2117 -0.2413 0.8623 0.1403
independent -0.2004 -0.1647 -0.2848 -0.2705
intellectual 0.3115 0.8870 0.2475 0.0211
motivating 0.9194 0.2791 0.2253 0.0992
optimistic 0.9177 0.3323 0.0309 0.0964
philosophical 0.3206 0.3927 0.7429 0.2620
positive 0.9388 0.2049 -0.1766 0.1444
reliable 0.3704 0.8693 0.0540 0.2025
self_confident 0.7437 0.5142 -0.0816 -0.1762
structured 0.3071 0.9158 0.1005 0.1096
supportive 0.7936 0.3250 0.0042 0.4721
unconventional 0.2384 0.3416 0.8034 -0.0508
visionary 0.8236 0.4232 0.1441 0.1618

“create a pleasant atmosphere 
through a positive and cheerful 
charisma”

“to be in the spotlight and not 
to avoid confrontation”

“show interest in the well-being 
of others, to encourage - and to 
help them”

“talk about great plans and a 
promising future”
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So. What is this first factor? This can be seen in this rotated matrix of factor loadings. I highlighted in yellow some of the dimensions that load mostly strongly on factor 1. On the right I give the short-definition of these dimensins as provided by VIER emotions analytics. Let me give you some examples:“positive” loads most strongly on factor 1. It is defined as to create a pleasant atmosphere through a positive and cheerful charisma. “motiviating” means to excite the audience with enthusiasm and activity.And “visionary” means to talk about great plans and a promising future. 
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Literature review:
positive, motivating, optimistic, visionary, supportive, self-confident, friendly,
composed, impressive, and goal-oriented
 Characteristics of charismatic rhetoric: painting a positive picture of the

firm by various rhetorical means without conveying relevant information
 Factor1 = Charismai,t

Hypothesis:
„The extent of charismatic rhetoric is positively related to stock market 

reactions following conference calls.“
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And what we then did: We conducted a review of the lingustic and psychology literature, which reveals that each of these dimensions here, which load strongly onto factor 1, are features of „charismatic rhetoric“. Charismatic rhetoric is rhetoric that aims at influencing the preception of the audience with different rhetorical means, without conveying relevant information. And thus, we use this factor 1 to test the following hypothesis:„The extent of charismatic rhetoric is positively related to stock market reactions following conference calls.“Keep in mind, we argue that charismatic rhetoric is only about the way how information is presented and does not measure the information itself. Prior work on stock market reactions to public disclosure documents commonly interprets the tone as incremental information, which is not contained in firms‘ financial figures and managers communicate it by menas of language. We argue that charismatic rhetoric is no such incremental information. It is only cheap talk and our hypothesis is supposed to test, if investor react to it.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)

CAR(0,1)i,t CAR(0,1)i,t CAR(0,1)i,t CAR(0,1)i,t

Charismai,t 0.208*** 0.169*** 0.145*** 0.140***
(36.387) (29.073) (21.783) (20.787)

PresLMi,t 0.164*** 0.158*** 0.158***
(30.017) (28.493) (28.481)

Q&ALMi,t 0.041*** 0.037***
(7.411) (6.561)

Q&AHIVi,t 0.016***

(3.304)
EPSsurprisei,t 0.111*** 0.108*** 0.107*** 0.107***

(20.020) (19.508) (19.438) (19.450)
Further 
Controls … … … …

Observations 73,181 73,181 73,181 73,181

R-squared 0.145 0.157 0.158 0.158

All models include
firm- and 
quarter ⸱ industry-fixed
effects.

Similar results when
considering: 
(i) Changes in analyst

recommendations
(ii) Trading volumes

(much weaker)
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And these are now our regression results for the original measure on charisma. All regression models use the cumulative abnormal return at the day of the conference call and the next trading day as the dependent variable. The all use a wide range of control variables on the firm‘s economic situation, which I do not display. The only control variable I display is EPSSuprise. We can use it as a reference, because it is the control variable that has the strongest effect in our model. And since I display standardized coefficnet estimates, we can just compare the effect sizes. All models also include firm fixed effects as well as interacted fixed effects between the industry and the quarter. This way, we can rule out that any unobserved firm-charcateristics or industry-specific trends, which could be accidentally be picked up in charisma, drive our results.We add the different measures of conference call tone, step-wise. I think the best model to look at here is in Column 3. Here we control the CC tone in the presentation as well as the Q&A part of the conference call. These are both bag-of-words measures and they are supposed to capture the qualitative information contained in the respective parts of the conference calls. We find that the effect of charima is stronger than that of the eps surprise. And remarkably, it is about 3 and a haf times as large as that of the tone in the Q&A part, which is supposed to measure the qualitative information in this dicussion part. This is the central result from this table: It shows that market participants react more strongly to the way information is conveyed in the Q&A part of conference call than the actual information that is conveyed in that part. 



7. Deconstructrion of charismatic rhetoric

“Multinomial Inverse Logistic Regression” (Taddy, 2013, 2015):
 Which trigrams occur frequently in manager answers that are evaluated

as charismatic?

What characterizes texts that are “charismatic“ but not „positive“?
 Orthogonalization of „charismatic rhetoric“ on bag-of-words-based

measures.

Filtering trigrams:
1. Trigrams must occur in 200 – 30,000 calls.
2. No accounting-specific terminology.
3. Industry- or period-specific trigrams.
 46,388 trigrams
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But before we test this hypothesis, we have to tackle one other issue. Remember the criticism that neural networks are often faced with? The main issue is the black-box problem. This certainly applies to our measure of charisma as well. I showed you an example of a manager answer that is considered “positive”, but we actually do not know why it is considered this way or what drives these evaluations of the algorithm in general. We try to overcome this issue now. We do this by using a technique called multinominal inverse logistic regression, which connects words or group of words to some outcome variable. In our case, we use some variation of factor one as the outcome variable. Moreover, since we want to account for rather complex linguistic features like metaphors, we do not consider single words, but so-called trigrams, which are three word combinations. And thus , the algorithm tells us which three word combinations are common in texts, that are considered as particularly charismatic or uncharismatic in conference calls. [Before applying the algorithm, we apply some filters on the trigrams we inlcude in our analysis to ensure that our resulting wordlists are widely applicable, do not contain common meaningless phrases, or are due to firm-, industry-, or period-specific misclassifications contained in the orginal measure of charisma. ] 
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Examples of charismatic trigrams:  CharTrii,t

Examples of uncharismatic trigrams:  UncharTrii,t

…on all 
cylinders...

…really 
appreciate 

your…

…than ever 
before…

…tremendous 
opportunity 

for…

…laser 
focused 

on…

…lot of 
runway…

…bit of 
tailwind…

…no no no… …as general 
rule…

…current market 
condition…

..of my 
head..…but not 

sure…
…well it 

depends…
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And these are now some examples of trigrams the algorithm considers to be charismatic or uncharismatic. Let me just highlight few exmaples.We observe figures of speech like „on all cylinders“ or „bit of tailwind“. This is consistent with the notion that these linguisitc means are typical for charismatic rhetoric.We also find that many trigrams on the list fit the original dimension from VIER emotion analysts quite well. „Tremendous opportunity for“ refelct optimism, „thanks for asking“ friendliness, and „laser focused on“ is not only a figure of speech but also fits impressive.There are overall much fewer trigrams classified as uncharismatic. We know use these trigram for a bag-of-words appraoch, where we count the number of trigrams which were classified as charismatic or uncharismatic separetly.What we know have, are completely transparent measure of what we calssify as charismatic rheotic. Even though these measures successfully, capture some metaphors and so on, they do however only capture parts on what the original measure does. 
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
CAR(0,1)i,t CAR(0,1)i,t CAR(0,1)i,t CAR(0,1)i,t

CharTrii,t 0.079*** 0.058*** 0.041*** 0.037***
(14.038) (10.457) (7.292) (6.561)

UncharTrii,t -0.011** -0.005 0.000 -0.001
(-2.550) (-1.112) (0.073) (-0.163)

PresLMi,t 0.196*** 0.170*** 0.169***
(36.132) (30.698) (30.551)

Q&ALMi,t 0.096*** 0.085***
(19.626) (16.586)

Q&AHIVi,t 0.033***
(6.670)

EPSsurprisei,t 0.114*** 0.109*** 0.107*** 0.108***
(20.402) (19.716) (19.483) (19.505)

Further 
Controls … … … …

Observations 73,181 73,181 73,181 73,181
R-squared 0.130 0.147 0.152 0.153

All models include
firm- and 
quarter ⸱ industry-fixed
effects.

Similar results when
considering: 
(i) Changes in analyst

recommendations
(ii) But NOT trading

volumes
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These models use our desconstructed measures of charisma instead of the origianl score. And also in this case, we observe a strong effect of charismatic rhetoric on investor reactions. However, this effect is much smaller than for our orignial measure. This is not surprising, given that this trigram-based measure of charisma is surely not able to capture all features of language that are relevant for charisma. Still, we can confirm our hypothesis, market particpaints react strongly to charismatic rhetoric. We did some alternative analyses where we also look at chnages in analyst recommendations following the conference call as well as trading volumes as indicators of stock market reactions. I do not want to go into detail here, but at least for changes in analyst recommendation we can largely confirm our results. 
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All models include
firm- and 
quarter ⸱ industry-
fixed effects.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ROAi,t+4 ROAi,t+4 1YEPSsurprisei,t 1YEPSsurprisei,t

Charismai,t 0.004 0.007
(0.547) (0.957)

CharTrii,t 0.000 0.003
(0.016) (0.480)

UncharTrii,t -0.000 0.003
(-0.036) (0.746)

PresLMi,t 0.022*** 0.023*** 0.011** 0.012**
(3.523) (3.599) (2.051) (2.178)

Q&ALMi,t 0.002 0.004 0.010* 0.012**
(0.316) (0.603) (1.733) (2.395)

Q&AHIVi,t -0.004 -0.003 0.011** 0.012**
(-0.673) (-0.574) (2.180) (2.320)

DiscAcci,t -0.033*** -0.033*** -0.014*** -0.014***
(-6.245) (-6.244) (-3.208) (-3.207)

Further 
Controls … … … …

Observations 27,431 27,431 31,217 31,217
R-squared 0.652 0.652 0.681 0.681
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Just quick: These models show regressions, where we try to use the different measures of charisma to predict future operating performance. We use Retrun on Assets and the one-year-ahead earnings surprise as depended variables. And what you can see here is that our measures of charisma do clearly not explain future performance. This shows that they do not convey any incremental information about the firms economic situation to market participants. This is however not true for the other textual measures, which we considered as proxies for the actual information contained in conference calls. They relate to future operating performance, as we expected.
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Findings:
(i) Market reacts positively to charismatic rhetoric.
(ii) Charismatic rhetoric does not convey relevant information.
 Market participants are susceptible to pure rhetoric.

Bag-of-words approaches do not capture complex linguistic characteristics.
 Naive Bayes approaches are an appealing alternative …
 … especially when their evaluations are partly made transparent.
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Let me quickly summarize our findings:Market particiapnts react strongly to charismatic rehoric. Charismatic does however not predict future firm performance and does therefore not convey any relevant information.Thus, market participants are highly susceptible to pure rhetoric, which is nothing but cheap talk. [A methodical implication of our study is that naive bayes approaches like neural networks should not have lost momentum in the literature. They can be an effective means to capture complex lingustic features, which bag-of-words measures can‘t. And when combining them with a mulitinomial invers logistic regrression, like we do, it is possible to at least partly overcome the black boc approachor at least make the neural network‘s evaluations plausible.]
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